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Block-3 Max Weber:Interpretivism

MaxWeber:
Interpretivism
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UNIT - 1

VERSTEHEN AND IDEAL TYPE, TYPES OF SOCIAL ACTION

Learning Outcomes

● To introduce the Verstehen method, ideal type and types of social action of Max
Weber

● To narrate the evolution and dimensions of the concept Verstehen
● To explain the characteristics of Ideal type
● To expose the types of social action

Background

18th century Europe witnessed radical intellectual, social and political upheavals. Changes
influenced all walks of social life because of the harmonising rational and empirical
methods of discovering truth; announced by scientific revolution. Reasoning and
rationality gained importance and people began to observe the importance of the existence
of ‘man’ and his individuality.

● Rational perceptions

Ideas of John Locke, Rene Descartes and Thomas Hobbes brought the notions of
democracy as subjects of public discourses. This threatened the monarchical power
structure of Church in European society. When science became the central piece of social
discourse, it started getting circulated in common-man’s spaces.

● Anti-religiosity

“I think, therefore I am” said Rene Descartes; the French philosopher, mathematician
scientist. His notion encompasses the crux for 17th and 18th century humanitarian thoughts
which was anti-religious. This accelerated the antipathy towards religious dogma; which
later resulted in the Protestant reformation.
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● Protestantism

By late 17th century there had been a twofold development in academia which gave hope
for the democratization of scientific knowledge. By the end of 18th century, Adam Smith's
economic ideas provided intellectual basis for the development of modern capitalism.
Meanwhile, German sociologist Max Weber developed the notions on the spiritual affinity
between Capitalism and religiosity.

● Humanitarian notion

Weber observed that modern societies, especially Europe had been obsessed with
modernisation, industrialisation, efficiency etc. Modernisation has the hazardous impulse
to get things done, no matter what the questions of ethics or morality be. The lack of
subjectivity, affection, empathy and understanding were slowly making the social life
miserable and creating innumerable social problems. Verstehen method and anti-positivist
sociology developed by late 19th century; identified the flaws in the cultural research. Till
then, cultural research had been trying to imitate the same way of natural scientists.

● Rejoinders  to positivism

Key words

Anti-positivism, Pragmatism, hermeneutics, syncretism, social reality, empirical reality

Discussion

From the earlier units you are familiar with the importance of the positivistic approach in
Sociology. In the former units you have gone through Comte’s and Durkheim’s scientific
method of studying society.

Positivists wanted to give sociology a position which is similar to natural science. But is it
possible to study human beings and culture similar as in the case of objective things? Can
people be trialled in a workroom to learn their social interactions? The answer was ‘yes’ for
positivist sociologists, whereas it is a ‘no’ for interpretivists.

● Methods to study society

Just think of the situation of entering into the shoes of another one? Naturally we develop the
wholesomeness of the travel, reflections and hardships. In simple terms, Weber’s Verstehen
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refers to the method of understanding the meaning of social action from the actor’s point of
view. Here actor is treated as a subject. He/she is not an object of observations. This points to
the interesting fact that human beings are not just the result of social experiments,
happenings, pulls and pushes of external forces. Individuals create the world by their
understanding and give it a meaning. If a sociologist studies social beings without
considering the meanings they attribute to their social actions; it means that social beings are
treated as objects.

● Interpretivist method

3.1.1 Evolution of the Concept of Verstehen

Introduction of the concept of Verstehen in philosophy and human sciences was done by
German historist and philosopher Johann Gustav Droysen. His methodology was of
classifying nature and history in terms of the categories of space and time. He said that the
method of natural sciences is explanation and the method of history is understanding, i.e.
Verstehen.

● Understanding society

Later on, the concept of Verstehen was used by German philosopher Wihelm Dilthey. He
developed the theory and practice of interpretation. The practice of interpretation is to be
understood in the context of hermeneutics (the branch of knowledge that deals with
interpretation). He contrasted the third-person perspective of explanation which is externally
objectivising. The external objectification obviously analyses human agency, subjectivity and
related products as just effects of impersonal natural forces and social structures in sociology.

● Third-person perspective of explanation

Later the German philosophers Martin Heidegger and Hans-Georg Gadamer identified and
criticised the romantic and subjective character of Verstehen in Dilthey’s perspective. Even
though Dilthey and Heidegger had similar aspects on ‘understanding’. Both explained about
‘facticity’ (state of being a fact) and ‘life-context’ of understanding. They tried to universalise
it. ‘Lifeworld’ concept of Edmund Husserl and Alfred Schutz was also influenced by the
Verstehen method. Habermas and Karl-Otto Apel further transformed the concept of
Verstehen by reformulating it on the basis of the theory of communicative action and
transcendental-pragmatic philosophy of language.

● ·         Hermeneutics
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Since late 19th century, in English and in German, the term Verstehen is used with the
meaning ‘interpretive or participatory’. As the name denote, Verstehen method is the
interpretive examination of social phenomena. The major contributor to this stream of
thought, Max Weber suggests this as an alternative to sociological positivism and economic
determinism, deep-rooted in the analysis of social action.

● ·         Examining social phenomena

Verstehen is now seen as a concept as well as a method that disconnects from positivist social
science. Verstehen is well applied in Anthropology which specifically studies culture. In
anthropological terms this is sometimes described as cultural relativism. The process of
systematic interpretation of an outside observer and the attempts to relate to a particular
culture and understand others is very crucial in studying culture. Throughout history much of
the methodological concern in the social sciences has been on establishing their scientific
credentials. A valid methodology was inevitable for a conceptual and logical research
procedure by which knowledge is developed. Max weber’s work on Verstehen method is a
sturdy effort of providing a scientific base for the interpretive understanding on society.

● ·         Participatory method

3.1.2 Responses to  Weber's Work

In physical and natural science, knowledge acquired is based on scientific evidences and
experiments. In the cultural world, a higher level of interpretive understanding is required for
analysing it. Meanwhile, it can easily be debated that even the full participant in a culture
does not fully understand it in every context. Critics say that a sociologist's duty is to observe
what people do, share and think about social reality. Verstehen method adopts subjective
thoughts and feelings which are to be controlled and made free from bias, while doing
sociological research ; which is rather very risky.

● ·         Observing social world

Since the 20th century there have been advancements in the concept of the Verstehen method.
Fundamentally, Verstehen in everyday life strictly differs from Verstehen in research or
sociological method. The sociological Verstehen relies on a framework of specialist
professional knowledge. In everyday practice Verstehen is a routine activity guided by the
principles of pragmatism. Verstehen is used as a socio-scientific method to uncover the
structures and functions of individuals’ knowledge and experience of the social world. The
evolution of the method has led to the development of the methodological orientation called
Verstehen Sociology or interpretive Sociology.

● Socio-scientific method
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3.1.3 Ideal Type

It is natural to develop doubt on how to study social actions using interpretive method. As
interpretation and empathy on other’s actions could be relative and subjective, the method
demands an efficient conceptual tool to analyse social actions. Thus ‘ideal type’ becomes
Weber’s best known contribution to contemporary sociology. It has a very important place in
his methodology. Weber believed that it was the obligation of sociologists to develop
conceptual tools.

● ·         Tool for studying society

The most important contribution from his side is the ideal type. The literal meaning of
‘Ideal’ as per the New Webster’s Dictionary is “conception or a standard of something in its
highest perfection.” It indicates a mental image or conception rather than a material object.
Similarly the term type has the meaning of a class, group or category. Thus ideal type can be
conceptualised as a category of objects or persons with a particular character or features.

● ·         Standardised type

Coming on to the Weberian perception on ideal type, it is a mental construct, similar to a
model which is used to scrutinise and systematically characterise a concrete situation. He
used the ideal type as a methodological tool to analyse social situations and social reality.
Weber says, “The Ideal typical concept will develop our skill in imputation in research. It is
not a description of reality but it aims to give unambiguous means of expression to such a
description.”

● ·         Methodological tool to measure social reality

The question of objectivity was an important matter of academics for Max Weber because
scientific understanding was the element that gives sociology its absolute existence as a
‘science’. Ideal type scrutinizes, classifies, systemises and defines social reality. This analysis
is done without subjective bias. The function of an ideal type is classification and comparison
of social events. It has no role or connection to values. Natural sciences construct instruments
and laboratory equipment to experiment and analyse nature. Similarly a social scientist
creates a methodological device or tool to analyse, experiment and understand any social
problem. Ideal types are concepts framed on the basis of facts collected carefully and
analytically for empirical research.

● ·         Defining social reality
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Examples of Ideal types by Max Weber

a) Spirit of capitalism
b) Worldly asceticism
c) Rationalization

Weber’s father was an aspiring liberal politician and Weber’s mother was raised in
Calvinist orthodoxy. Inner agonies that haunted Weber in his adult life, are the result of
conflicts between his parents.

Social scientists systematizes and comprehends individual facts to measure social reality.
Social reality is the collective agreement of opinions and beliefs common to all members of a
group. Ideal type helps to separate social reality from empirical reality. Empirical reality is
related to observations and experiments rather than theory. Moreover it is relative and
subjective. In measuring reality, ideal type serves as a rod of reality. Its aim is not to compare
an empirical situation with the ideal type, but to compare several empirical situations with
one another. Through the tool or medium of ideal type a sociologist could come up with a
testable hypothesis which is helpful in evaluating social situations. In short ideal types help to
monitor and structure comparative research.

● ·         Measure rod of reality

According to Max Weber, society is a collection of social action and social behaviour.
Sociology studies social action and behaviours; provided every social action has an ‘ideal’.
French philosopher and sociologist Julien Freund writes “By the ideal type the sociologist is
able to measure the gap between the ideal typical objectively possible action and the
empirical action and ascertain the part played by irrationality and chance or by the intrusion
of accidental, emotional and other elements.” An ideal type does not refer to perfect things,
ideals of morality or the average of events. It is not a hypothesis or the importance given to
the common elements in a given phenomenon.

● ·         Ambiguous nature of ideal type

For Max Weber ideal type refers to the world of ideas (German: Gedankenbilder, "mental
images"). Weberian ideal types are idea-constructs that helps to create social order amidst
chaos of social reality. At its most basic level, an Ideal type is a concept constructed by a
social scientist on the basis of his interests and theoretical orientation, to capture the
important features of social phenomenon. The Ideal type, one of the most significant concepts
of Weber represents the reasonable conclusion of several inclinations of Weberian thought.
But Weber was not totally consistent in the ways he used the Ideal type.

● ·         Maintenance of social order
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According to Weber: “An ideal type is formed by the one-side accentuation of one or more
points of view and by the synthesis of a great many diffuse, discrete, more or less present and
occasionally absent, concrete individual phenomena, which are arranged according to those
one-sidedly emphasized viewpoints into a unified analytical construct …. In its conceptual
purity, this mental construct…. cannot be found empirically anywhere in reality.”

● ·         Synthesis of social events

Weber was completely aware of the risks in the launch of his concept of ‘ideal type’. He
knew that it has a fictional nature or rather it would be bracketed into it by other
theoreticians. Therefore he states that Ideal type never seeks to claim its validity in terms of
reproduction or correspondence of social reality. He insisted that the validity of an ideal type
can be ascertained only in terms of its adequacy. Adequacy is the component which had been
completely and conveniently ignored by the positivists while studying society.

● ·         Fragile nature of the concept- Ideal type

Now a question will arise on how can objectivity be achieved? It cannot be gained by
‘weighing the various evaluations against one another and making a ‘statesman-like’
compromise among them’. It is usually observed that sociologists who follow Weberian
methodology take up the above mentioned ‘statesman-like’ compromises while dealing with
social reality. Such practices are called “syncretism”. He says it is unethical and impossible
because it avoids the practical duty to stand up for our own ideals.

● ·         Idea-constructs

Raymond Aron writes that “The construction of Ideal type is an expression of the attempt;
characteristic of all scientific disciplines to render subject matter intelligible by revealing or
constructing its internal rationality. “Every Ideal type is an organization of intelligible
relations within a historical unit or arrangement of events. The Ideal type is related to a
characteristic of both our society and our science, namely the method of rationalization.

● ·         Well-arranged and organised ideal type

Ideal type is also related to the analytic conception of causality (inter-connection). It helps us
to understand historical elements or entities, but it is so to express a partial comprehension of
a total whole. Ideal types are ideal in the logical sense. Imagination and comprehension
influences ideal types. Do not confuse the sense of ethical goodness or righteousness with
ideal type. Ideal types implicate ‘pure’ or ‘abstract’ types.

● ·         Uniqueness of ideal types

Weber says that Ideal types have “no connection at all with value judgement and it has
nothing to do with any type of perfection there than a purely logical one.” They are not fixed
or rigid. They are subjected to changes from time to time in response to changes in social
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realities. The ‘Ideal type’ is an obviously constructed ideal model of the specific set of social
relationships of which an understanding and causal explanation is required.

● ·         Arrangement of events

3.1.3.1 Kinds of Ideal Types in Weber’s Work

Ideal type is fundamentally a “one sided” model. It is one sided in the sense that, it
intentionally emphasizes those imputation thoughts which are worth postulating and testing.
In this sense, it is purely selective and of the nature of experiment. . Ideal types also help in
attaining general propositions and in comparative analysis.

● ·         Multidimensional nature of ideal type

From the three levels of abstraction, Weber used ideal types in three different ways. The first
kind of ideal type refer to the phenomena that appear only in specific cultural areas and in
particular historical periods. They are rooted in the historical particularities. For example,
Protestant ethics, capitalism, western city etc. The second kind of ideal types are found in a
variety of cultural and historical contexts. The elements of social reality are related to abstract
elements of social reality. For example the concept of bureaucracy and feudalism. The third
kind of ideal type is related to the reconstruction of a particular kind of behaviour. For
example, the propositions in economic theory fall into this type because they are ideal
distinctive constructions of the ways people perform as wholesome economic subjects.

● Levels of abstraction of Ideal types

3.1.4 Ideal Type and  Capitalism

Weber observed that capitalism had been flourishing in modern western societies. He
constructed an ideal type of capitalism through different stages. He selected a certain number
of traits from the historical whole to create an intelligible entity. He found out that there was a
spiritual affinity between Calvinism and the economic ethics of modern capitalist activity.

● ·         Relationship between Religion and capitalism

Protestants form a group in Christianity who follow the principles of Calvin, Luther etc. They
believed that good deeds and faith in God were inevitable to get into heaven. He identified
those components of Calvinist doctrine which he considered as a particular and momentous
importance in the formation of capitalist spirit. The spirit of working harder, accumulating
wealth and attaining maximum profit as per religious guidance contributes to the rational
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organisation of work and production. Thus Western Capitalism happened to be the
combination of desire for profit and rational discipline of religion. This constitutes the
historically unique feature of western capitalism.

● ·         Unintended contribution of religious beliefs to capital generation

As religion was acting as an affirmation to the social actions the desire of profit is fulfilled
not by assumptions or conquest or adventure, but by mere discipline and rationality. This is
otherwise only possible with the help of legal administration of the modern state or rational
bureaucracy. Therefore capitalism is defined as an enterprise working towards infinite
gathering of profit and functioning according to bureaucratic rationality.

● ·         Nature of capitalism

There is a very close affinity between economic activity and the religious doctrine of
Protestants or Calvinists. Calvinists believed that God is so very powerful and he is
overpowering common man. To gain glory on earth one has to toil, hard work and labour.
The true calling of a religious individual is to fulfil his duty to God. The moral conduct of his
day to day life is based on ‘work is worship’ ideology and there is no room for idleness and
laziness. The explicit character of Calvinist belief accounted for the connection between
Calvinist doctrine and the spirit of capitalism is characterised by a unique devotion to the
producing of wealth through valid economic activity. This is rooted in a belief in the value of
competent performance in the chosen vocation as a duty and a virtue.

● ·         Spiritual affinity

One of the important aspect is that the affinity between capitalist economic regime and
religion came up only in the west which made it a historically exclusive phenomenon. What
makes the difference in Calvinism? Why the religious factor not found effective in other
places to generate capitalism? Weber made a comparative analysis in Hinduism,
Confucianism, Judaism, Buddhism, Catholicism etc. he found out that in Protestantist or
Calvinist religious and economic activities are combined in a way very dissimilar to other
religions.

● ·         Modern capitalist ethics

3.1.5 Types Of Social action

You have understood that Max Weber defined Sociology as the study of social actions.
‘Social action’ was carried out by an individual. This individual attaches a meaning to the
social action. Any action that a person does not think about, cannot be a social action.

● ·         Social action
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Based on these perceptions Weber classified social actions into various types:

a) Zweckrational actions or Rational-purposeful Action:

Let us take a real life example. Consider two employees at a workplace. Both are trying to
maximise their income within one year. One of them had been using far more effective means
to achieve his goal. He might engage in actions like cheating on the tax returns or look for a
second/parallel job etc. He might also do mischievous actions like sell drugs or do tasks that
get him to the maximisation of income. This person is more purposively rational than the
other one. The other one who sticks on only to the existing job and keeps less money. Based
on logical or scientific grounds, this action performed by the person who maximises money is
rationally useful. This action involves a plurality of means and ends which is complicated.
The ends or goals or values of actions are treated as concrete. In this case social action
becomes purely instrumental. There are various levels or degrees of rationality that various
individuals show or perform.

● ·         Instrumental social action

In the above mentioned example, the tendency of individuals to maximise their income is
focused. The goal or end is fixed. This goal is a means or way to achieving other goals too.
For example, maximisation of profit would enable buying a new car or house, going for a
world tour etc. Within the range of zweckrational actions, the degrees of rationality exhibited
by various individuals also could be studied. Zweckrational actions treat individuals as
rationally purposeful.

● ·         Rational actions

This is quite similar to classical economic theory. A group of individuals who try to maximise
their utility is instituted here. Action cannot be meaningful if it is not goal oriented. Rational
action in relation to a goal is important here. This corresponds roughly to Pareto’s logical
action. The actor conceives his goal which is very clear and combines goals to achieve it.
Exemplifying, it is the action of the engineer who is building a bridge or the General who
wants to win a victory.

● · Purposeful actions

b) Wertrational actions or value-rational Action:

See the example of a soldier laying down his life for the country. His action is not focused
towards attaining specific material goal like wealth or alike. It is for the sake of certain values
like reputation and patriotism. Weber says that, when individuals are value rational, they
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make commitments to certain goals which are subjective and adopt means or ways that are
effective in attaining these ends. Here, action is rational in relation to a specific value.

● ·         Value oriented action

Wertrational actions occur when individuals use rational means which are defined in terms of
subjective meaning. In this case, means are chosen for their effectiveness. At the same time,
ends are determined by value. Weber differentiates the basic types of rational actions. One is
the Means-End rationality. Second is Value rationality. Means-end rationality is determined
by expectations of the objects/ human beings included in the environment. These
expectations are used as ‘conditions’ or ‘means’ for the attainment of the goals. These goals
are the ones personally pursued and calculated by individuals. In the case of Value rationality
or Value action; social action is not determined by the societal influences. Conscious beliefs
has its own value of some ethical, aesthetic or other forms of behaviour independently of its
projections for success.

● ·         Subjectively meaningful actions

c) Emotional or affective action

To understand this type of action, let us see a very common social affair, which is rather
disturbing. Suppose someone is teasing a girl in a bus. She may tolerate it for a while due to
fear or anxiety. But finally she may get so irritated that she may slap the antisocial person.
She has been triggered so much that she has responded violently and with reflex. In this
example, it is clear that the action is defined not with reference to a goal or system of values.
The action is clearly by the emotional reaction of an actor placed in a given set of situations.
These type of actions fuses means and end together. These actions become emotional and
impulsive. Such action is the antithesis of rationality.

● ·         Impulsive actions

The individual who performs the affective action cannot be calm and think about the
relationship between the means and actions of the social action. The actor is usually
dispassionate about the relation between means and ends. The means or path itself is
emotionally fulfilling and become ends in themselves. This type of action is the result of the
emotional state and mind of the actor.

● ·         Emotive actions

d) Traditional actions

We can discuss an example; an upper class religious family sets a young boy as the head of
the family, soon after the death of his father. No one in the family questions it or oppose it.
They follow it as per the belief and as an obligation to their religious system and legacy.
Similarly, it is observed that some so-called primitive societies have very strict rites of series
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for group leaders. Traditional actions are those actions where the ends of actions are taken for
granted.

● ·         Conclusive actions

Within the group those actions appear very natural and suiting the norms. These actions are
followed because actors/individuals are unable to comprehend the possibility of alternative or
substitute ends. This is an action which is directed by customs and long standing beliefs
which become second nature or habit. The best example that suits this type of action is
traditional Indian Society doing ‘namaskaram’ or ‘pranamam’ to elders is almost second
nature. These actions need no prompting or compelling.

● ·         Second nature or habit

3.1.6 Social Influences Of  Different Social  Types

The consequences of the types of social action naturally creates tensions and conflicts within
the group of individuals. Weber pointed out that in traditional societies most of the social
actions are highly routinized with no probability for rethinking. They perform those because
they are so obliged to the practices, rather they never reconsider it as they are never
compelled to do it. Meanwhile in modern societies actors are keen in seeing the ends of social
actions. In the case of modern individuals, the ends of social actions are detached from the
specific rules and norms of everyday behaviour. To adapt to many complex social situations
and specific roles, actors shift perceptions and adherences. They opt for zweckrational or
Wertrational actions.

● Impacts of social action

The sum total of Weber’s social type is shown in the table below:

Types of social
actions

Features Example

Zweckrational action a) Rationally purposeful
action

b) With reference to
goals

Engaging in social
practices (even
illegal) to gain more
money

Wertrational action a) Value based rational
action

b) With reference to
values

A soldier’s actions
for the country
An artist’s
commitment to
his/her art
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Affective action a) Based on reflexes and
emotions

b) Affectual orientation

Crying due to
overjoy at a victory
or crying at a funeral

Traditional action a) Customs and habits
based rational action

b) With reference to
traditional practices

Practising patriarchy
Taboos related to
menstruation

The social action theory is not a mere imitation of what an individual performs with
behaviour. Repetition and imitation is not the area of social action theory. It goes beyond
imitation. Hence social action takes an exclusive meaning where it acquires a subjective
form. It guides us to a theoretical study to understand human actions and to show how
behaviour stems from subjectivity. This behaviour has the capability to influence other
human beings also. A group of people follow similar behaviours without neglecting one’s
own personality. Weber explains that ways of thinking and acting in community that start
from an individual and are generalised by others (society) and cultures are formed. These
social actions have endured alterations and amendments as times have changed.

● Complex social situations

Summarized Overview

In the overall view, Weber’s methodological approach was to clearly highpoint his
aspiration to use full-bodied ‘scientific’ approach comprehend social reality. Further
analysis shows that he wanted to merge the scientific approach and the importance of Geist,
i.e. German Idealism and the Austrian School of economics. Verstehen method and ideal
method have been used by social researchers in multiple ways. The direct observational
method and explanatory method are a few of those. Weber’s remarks of his method as
‘reproducible in inner experience’ has literal and much speculative importance till date.

Objective type questions
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1. How different is the Verstehen method from positivism?

(interpretivism, participatory)
2. Describe the 18th century European society that led to the enlightenment and

democratic discourses?
(rationality, reasoning, anti-religiosity)

3. Explain the evolutionary stages of the concept ‘Verstehen’
(Wilthey, Droysen)

4. What are the major criticisms of Weberian methodology?
(subjectivity, social context)

5. Critically evaluate ideal type
(Standard, idea-construct)

6. Why did Weber become apprehensive about the fictional nature of the concept
‘Ideal type’?
(imputation, adequacy)

7. Briefly note the relationship of religiosity and capitalism
(spiritual affinity, capital accumulation)

8. Explain types of social actions with everyday examples

(three types, based on nature)

Self Assessment
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Assignment

1. Relate 18th century German society and the relevance of Weber’s methodology
2. Prepare a list of social actions according to Max Weber’s theory

Further Reading

1. Ritzer, George. Sociological Theory (8th Edition). McGraw-Hil Publishing
Company, 2011/ (12th Edition). Sage Publication, 2017

2. Anderson, Heine and Lars Bo Kaspersen (Editors). Classical and Modern Social
Theory, Wiley-Blackwell, 2000

3. Coser, Lewis A. Masters of Sociological Thought- Ideas in Historical and Social
Context, (Second Edition). Rawat, 2002

UNIT-2
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STRATIFICATION, AUTHORITY, BUREAUCRACY

Learning Outcomes

● To introduce the aspects of Weber’s stratification
● To narrate the means and types of Weber’s concept - Authority
● To explain the characteristics of Weber’s Bureaucracy and its dimensions

Background

Max weber’s works were the extension and rejoinder to the works of positivists like Emile
Durkheim and Karl Marx. These theoreticians reacted to the social developments of the
17th and 18th century Europe. Enlightenment and political amendments were gaining
momentum; at the same time, monopoly of religion was losing its grip. All these created
chaos, which needed social treatment. When Emile Durkheim analysed the social forces
that affects individual behaviour; Max Weber researched on the meanings people put on
every social action.

● ·         Need for social order

The discussion on stratification begins with the criticisms on the one dimensional idea of
stratification. He corrected Marx’s ‘mono-dimensional approach’ of economic
determinism. He replaced it with the multi-dimensional approach by emphasizing on social
status and power. He believed that Karl Marx’s approach on social class was so limited. He
untangled a number of separate variables and added a few more to the list.

● ·         Views on social class

He tried to replace Marx’s socio-structural analysis by social-action analysis. Weber also
emphasised the significance of attitudes, values and aspirations. These aspects were given
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least emphasis by Marx as he was focusing on rationality. To quote Weber, “irrational and
non-logical motivation and other attitudes are important considerations for the theory of
stratification.”

● ·         Social action analysis

Key words

Petty Bourgeoisie, rational-legal authority, charismatic authority

Discussion

3.2.1 Stratification

Max Weber observed that people belonging to the same class enjoys same lifestyle and are
provided with same amount of opportunities for growth. For example, group of medical
practioneers, lawyers, industrialists share same value in the society. He related stratification
to class classification. He identified three components of stratification namely:

a) Power

b) Class

c) Status

This was very different from Marx’s iron cage view. He was definitely worried about the
pathetic condition of the workers and poor employees. Weber observed that social control
was in the hands of people who can earn maximum profit and production. The category of
people in the ‘survival group’ were those who could not afford much in production. He finds
out an important reason for social stratification; i.e. men in the society will always thrive for
power and it results in social stratification.

● ·         Levels of stratification

Karl Marx viewed society in capitalist view; as managers, landlords, and administrators etc.
who possess upper position in society. Peasants and tenants were the subordinates who
occupy the lower class of society. Weber presented social categorisation in four ways, unlike
Karl Marx’s two-way classification of society. First one is the propertied upper class who
hold immense amount of property. The authority collected revenues from tenants. For
example, the landlords collected revenue from the tenants when they gave their land to them.
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The second one is the property-less white-collar workers who belong to the category of
skilled labours sitting behind the tables to make salary. The third category is called as the
Petty Bourgeoisie who belong to the lower class people. Karl Marx was confined to and most
interested in highlighting their diminishing position in society. The fourth category is the
Manual working class. They are otherwise called as the lower class medium or blue collar
jobs. They had to undergo severe turmoil, manual hard work and were paid less than the basic
necessity.

● ·         Social class

Max weber’s view on stratification is spread in just twenty pages of his mammoth work
Wirtschaft and Gesellschaft (Economy and society). He published the book ‘Wirtschaft und
Gesellschaft’ in 1921. English title of the book is ‘Economy and Society: An outline of
Interpretive Sociology. This book was published posthumously by his Weber’s wife
Marianne. The book covers different themes like religion, economics, sociology, politics
and public administration.

Till then class and status were considered as a major form of stratification. The minute
chances of development for the weaker sections was eaten up by the ‘stratification’
mechanism existing in society. This aspect was explained by class-conflict theories. It is Max
Weber who identified major factors of social stratification as the class, status and power.
Coming on to the social status section, Max Weber explained that, at times, a community
does not share same economic level, but they acquire same status due to prestige and position
in the society. In the context of power, the dealings are with political powers. For instance, in
the times of revolutions; Churches held an immense position in society and they possessed
the power of decision making.

● ·         Social stratification

3.2.2 Authority

Suppose you are riding a car and suddenly you see a police car chasing your vehicle.
Naturally you become alarmed and take a look at the speed limit and seat belt. You make sure
of doing almost all traffic rules. When the police vehicle asks you to stop the vehicle and get
down, you naturally become polite and expects not to get a penalty. If you’re fined for
violating any of the traffic rules, you do it not to make a further chaos. In these sequences
power plays an important role and hence power refers to the ability to have one’s will carried
out notwithstanding the resistance of others. This is a striking example of raw power. When
parents insists children to be at home before midnight, it is the perfect example of parental
power. The abusive partner’s threatening and compulsions is also an example of the use of
power, or, in this case the misuse of power.

● ·         Usage of power
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According to theorist Wrong’s observation, power studied by social scientists is both grander
and often more invisible. Much of the distribution of power occurs behind the scenes and
scholars continue to debate on the wielders and for whose benefit they wield it. According to
the nature of society some people or a group make decisions completely to benefit themselves
and make these decisions to benefit society as a whole. The central point here is that some
individuals and groups have more power than others.

● ·         Overpowering

Max Weber distinguished legitimate authority as a system which impose a special type of
power. Weber says that as societies evolved from simple to complex ones, different types of
authorities suited different types of social systems. He identified the three types of authority
as traditional, rational-legal and charismatic. The above mentioned example of the police car
is a good example for legitimate authority. Weber said that power is considered just and
appropriate by those over them the power is exercised. If a society approves the exercise of
power in a particular way, then that power is legitimate authority.

● ·         Exertion of power

Weber’s classification is as follows:

a) Traditional  Authority

The authority of King, Queen, Church, Priest and Patriarch are continued and passed on to
successors only because of the faith in traditional beliefs and practices. There is no right or
wrong debates possible, nor is democracy involved. As the name implies, traditional
authority is power rooted in traditional or long-lasting beliefs and practices of a society. It
existed in pre-industrial societies, and of course, still exists in religious irrational
communities. This authority assigns special powers and privileges to particular individuals.
Individuals enjoy traditional authority for some reasons. One important reason is inheritance.
Individuals are granted traditional authority because they are the blood or affinal relatives to
the authority. Second reason is religiosity. People believed that their authority is decided by
God or the Gods, depending on the society’s religious beliefs; which would ultimately lead
society.

● ·         Ascribed status

In some modern monarchies, King, Queen or Prince enjoys power because he comes from a
royal family. Regardless of their qualifications, traditional authority is granted to individuals.
No special skills are needed to receive and wield their authority. They claim that it is merely
based on bloodline or supposed divine designation. An individual granted with traditional
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authority could be intelligent or dull, capricious or fair, biased or impartial, stimulating or
tedious. Not all individuals granted with traditional authority are qualified and deserving, in
most cases they are not up to the job.

● ·         Divine designation

b) Rational -Legal  Authority

In 1963, John F Kennedy was assassinated. The authority had to be replaced immediately.
Vice president Lyndon Johnson was immediately sworn in as the next president of U.S.
Similarly when Richard Nixon had to resign his office in disgrace in 1974, Vice President
Gerald Ford became president. The U.S. Constitution provided facilities for the transfer of
power in 1963 and 1974, as it was in the rational legal authority. This type of authority has
nothing to do with tradition. Rational-legal authority derives from law and is based on the
belief of societal rules and laws.

● ·         Lawful authority

The right of leaders is to make decisions and set policy. In modern democracy power is in the
hands to common people who cast vote and elect members. The power is set forth in a
constitution or in a written document. In the case of traditional authority, individual gets
designation, only because of inheritance or divine designation; which is not at all possible in
rational-legal authority. This authority resides in the office where the individual exist. That is,
the authority of the president of U.S exists in the office of the Presidency, not in the
individual who is elected as the president. When one president leaves the office, the authority
is transferred to the next president. The shift of authority is generally smooth and stable as the
officeholders are decided by elections at necessary intervals. The authority may not be a
person preferred by each and every individual. But when a President comes to power, people
accept the authority.

● ·         Democratic power

c) Charismatic Authority

Just go through the list of charismatic leaders. Jesus Christ, Joan of Arc, Adolf Hitler,
Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr., Muhammad, and Buddha. This type of authority
can exercise authority for good and for bad. It stems from an individual’s extraordinary
personal qualities. People gets attracted by the extraordinary personal qualities of the leaders.
Charismatic authority may have a whole society or a group of people who follows them. In
the case of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., he possessed extraordinary speaking skills and other
personal qualities that accounted for the charismatic authority.

● ·         Personal charm

When we analyse history, several Kings and Queens of England and European countries were
charismatic individuals. U.S. presidents like Washington, Lincoln, Roosevelts, Kennedy,
Reagan etc. influenced and united people with their oration and activist skills. US president
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Ronald Reagan was often stated as ‘the Teflon president’. It is because he was so loved by the
public and any allegations of ineffectiveness did not stick to him. One of the important fact
that Weber observes about Charismatic authority is that it is very unstable. It is because of the
aspect that the authority resides in a single person’s personality and it has no rational-legal or
traditional support system.

● ·         Unstable and non-continuous

When a charismatic leader dies, no one can replace the space, as the influencer aspect is a
single leader’s magnetism or personality. It is very difficult for another person to continue
with the leader’s charisma. Just take a look at the earlier mentioned examples to validate this.
In most case the leader’s charisma will be memorised and cherished by the public even after
the end of his era. People shows their love as devotion. It may not have any rational nature.

● ·         Piety and perseverance

Usually charismatic leaders recognise their eventual death which will surely undermine the
nation; they often entitle somebody for replacement. This new leader may be a grown child of
the charismatic leader or someone else the leader trusts and knows. History has shown that
the successors of charismatic authority lacks sufficient charisma which is essential to evolve
as a leader. For this reason, Weber explains that, charismatic authority ultimately becomes
more stable when it evolves into traditional or rational-legal authority. The transformation
from charismatic to traditional authority can only happen when charismatic leaders’ authority
is accepted as a legacy. Then the authority can be passed to their children and then to their
grandchildren. Transformation to rational-legal authority can only happen when the society
develops rules and bureaucratic structures associated with a government. The term
routinization of charisma refers to the change of charismatic authority in either of these ways;
i.e. charismatic to traditional or charismatic to rational-legal.

● ·         Extraordinary personal qualities

3.2.3  Bureaucracy

Max Weber wrote the book ‘Protestant ethics and spirit of capitalism’ by the end of 19th
century. He described the term bureaucracy for the first time in this book. He posited it as
bureaucratic theory of management, bureaucratic management theory or the Max Weber
theory. Max weber was of the view that bureaucracy was the most efficient way to set up an
organisation, administration and organizations. In this system workers will be aware of their
role and worth in the social system or organisation, and also what is expected of them.

● ·         Necessity for organised social system
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According to him bureaucracy was the only better structure than traditional structure. A
system becomes efficient only when everyone is treated equal and the division of labour is
fixed and clearly described for each employee. According to Max Weber, “Bureaucracy is an
organisational structure that is characterised by many rules, standardised processes,
procedures and requirements, number of desks, meticulous division of labour and
responsibility, clear hierarchies and professional, almost impersonal interactions between
employees.” Such a social structure is indispensable in large organisations. In bureaucratic
organisations, great number of employees are structurally performing all tasks.

● ·         Specialisation of skills

Selection and promotion can only occur on the basis of technical qualifications. As per the
bureaucratic theory, there are three types of power namely traditional power, charismatic
power and legal power. The rational-legal power is related to bureaucracy. The principle of
established jurisdiction succeeded along with the organised functioning of basic rules and
laws. There are a few elements that support bureaucratic management:

a) The official duties are regular, systematic without any interpersonal aspects

b) Rules are imposed by the management

c) Methods are established and rules are respected

● ·         Maximum efficiency

3.2.3.1 Bureaucratic Organisation

The bureaucratic theory of Max Weber, bureaucracy is the basis for the systematic basis for
the systematic formation of any organisation and is designed to ensure efficiency and
economic effectiveness. He establishes the basic principles of bureaucracy and emphasises
the division of labour, hierarchy, rules and impersonal relationship between people. Max
Weber’s has set six characteristics of the bureaucratic theory. The 6 bureaucracy
characteristics are:

1) Task specialisation (Specialization and Division of Labor)
2) Hierarchical layers of authority
3) Formal selection
4) Rules and requirements
5) Impersonal (Impersonality and Personal Indifference)
6) Career orientation

3.2.3.1.a Task Specialisations

Each and every worker in a work system within an organisation is expected to completely
focus on his/her space of expertise. Taking up the tasks of colleagues and going beyond the
assigned responsibilities are not allowed within a bureaucratic system. Works are divided into
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simple and routine categories on the basis of competencies and functional specialisations.
Each and every worker/employee is responsible for what he/she does and performs the best.
In addition, every employee knows exactly what is expected of him/her and also aware of
their powers within the organisation. As there is a clear delineation or definition of tasks,
employers/ managers can approach their employees more easily; when they do not stick to
their tasks.

● ·         Functional specialisation

3.2.3.1.b. HierarchicalL Layers  Of Authority

Hierarchical positions are assigned for managers. Each manager is allotted the charge of the
staffs and their overall performance. In bureaucratic organisational structures, there are
countless hierarchical positions. This is the main constituent and characteristic of a functional
bureaucracy. Different positions are related in order of preference. Naturally, the highest rank
in the hierarchical ladder takes the greatest power. The lower or bottom layers are always
subjected to supervision and it controls the higher layers. The division of powers and
responsibilities manifests lines of bureaucratic communication and grade of delegation.

● ·         Grade of delegation

3.2.3.1.c  Formal Selection

Formal selection is inevitable and the assortment is based on technical skills and competences
which is acquired through exercise, educational training and experience. The workers are
paid for their services and the level of salary is dependent on their position. Their contract
terms are decided by organisational rules. The functioning is completely related to the
function and the employee has no chance of ownership-interest in the company.

● ·         Achieved status

3.2.3.1.d  Rules and Requirements

Inside an organisational system, formal rules and requirements are essential to ensure
regularity, so that employees know what is expected from them. Rules and requirements are
predictable and administrative processes are demarcated in the official rules. When these
rules are enforced, the organisation achieves uniformity and all employee efforts are better
coordinated.

● ·         Better harmonisation

The rules and requirements are predictable and all administrative procedures are better
coordinated by official rules. When strict rules are enforced, organisation can easily achieve
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uniformity and all employee efforts could be better harmonised. Official reports are the
documents in which the rules and requirements are stabilised. If amendments of rules are
anticipated, senior employees in the hierarchy are responsible for this.

● ·         Regularity
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Summarized Overview

In short, Weber’s writings exist as the most influential work including the multi dimensions
of modern leadership theory. Critical evaluations and nuances of charismatic leadership in
the capitalist and neo-capitalist society have been identified and explored using Weberian
theory. The meaning allocated by supporters while following the norms and rules of various
authorities explore the social revisions inevitable for maintaining social order. Weber’s
belief that bureaucracies are unavoidable in modernising societies and no state can function
without it; is pertinent till time. As bureaucracy checks interest-driven privatization it is
beneficial for overall social development.

Objective type questions

1. Critically analyse Max Weber’s and Karl Marx’s theory of stratification
(Verstehen, class structure)

2. Which are the categories of social strata according to Weber?
(three types, similarity)

3. Why is Bureaucracy considered as the most efficient way of social organisation?
(rationality, order)

4. What are the distinctive characteristics of Bureaucratic system?
(six main features, functionality)

5. Critically evaluate the limitations of Charismatic authority
(dimensions, one individual, not continuous)

Self Assessment
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Assignment

1. Set illustrative descriptions on the types of authority with examples
2. Critically evaluate the condition of a non-bureaucratic social system

Further Reading

1. Ritzer, George. Sociological Theory (8th Edition). McGraw-Hil Publishing
Company,2011/(12th Edition). Sage Publication, 2017
2. Anderson, Heine and Lars Bo Kaspersen (Editors). Classical and Modern Social Theory,
Wiley-Blackwell, 2000
3. Coser, Lewis A. Masters of Sociological Thought- Ideas in Historical and Social
Context, (Second Edition). Rawat, 2002
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UNIT -3

PROTESTANT ETHICS AND SPIRIT OF CAPITALISM

Learning Outcomes

● To narrate the early phase of Protestantism in Germany
● To familiarise the ethics of Protestantism and the spirit of capitalism
● To expose the relevance of Weberian perspectives on capitalism

Background

Have you ever thought about how imperative, sins are, in our social life? Or what is your
perspective on sins or ways of right and wrong doing? These questions are so relevant for a
sociologist, because it directly relates to social actions. Whatever be the personal opinion,
16th century Catholic Church had a clear vision on ‘sins’ and the plenary indulgences.

● ·         Inevitable role of sins

According to the Roman Catholic Church, “sin is an offense against reason, truth, and right
conscience; it is a failure in genuine love for God and neighbour caused by a perverse
attachment to certain goods”. St Augustine defines sins as "an utterance, a deed, or a desire
contrary to the eternal law."

● ·         Dimensions of sins by Catholic religion

Believers practised all the instructions imposed by the Church as they feared of the
penalties followed by the sins. In 1517, Martin Luther, a professor of moral theology at the
University of Wittenberg, Germany published a work titled as ‘The Ninety-five Theses” or
Disputation on the Power and Efficacy of Indulgences. The province, then, was controlled
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by the Electorate of Saxony, i.e. Roman Catholic Church. The work alarmed the Church as
it was a direct criticism to the abuses made by the clergy for selling plenary indulgences.

● ·         Impact of theoretical works in society

Plenary indulgence (i.e. confessing one's sins before a priest who offers absolution) had
been performed by the believers to escape the punishment from sins. Luther observed that
plenary indulgences, were considered as ‘certificates’ to lessen the temporal punishment in
suffering for sins committed by the purchasers or their loved ones. He debated that
indulgences led Christians to avoid true regret and sorrow for sin. They believe that they
could forgo it by obtaining an indulgence.

● ·         Necessity of indulgences for sins

Luther had a spiritual level in explaining sins and repentance (sorrow). The repentance as
per Christ requires an inner absolution; not just external sacramental confession. When
Church clergy keeps the plenary indulgences for sale, believers are discouraged to do any
kind deed. If any of the sins get excuse for its sins, people would naturally destroy the
concern on the virtue of the deed. This restricts responsible social acts and merciful life.

● ·         “Repentance for sale”

Luther’s Theses are framed as suggestions to be argued in debate rather than necessarily
representing his opinions. This work gave a new direction to the beliefs existed and
challenged the Church monopoly. Thus, the religion of Protestantism, a form of
Christianity emerged in Germany in the 16th century. The movement was later carried by
John Calvin.

● ·         Emergence of Protestantism

Key words

plenary indulgence, Calvinism, Protestants, Puritan Theology

Discussion

As per the Roman Catholic theology, there are seven deadly sins. The sins are typically
ordered as: Pride, Greed, Lust, Envy, Gluttony, Wrath and Sloth.
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Max Weber’s ‘Protestant ethics and spirit of capitalism’; could be analysed only from the
origin of German Protestantism. The historical relevance of Protestantism is that of a
religious upheaval which broke the tradition of over-emphasising the bible by Roman
Catholicism. Martin Luther questioned the existing power structures of Church and criticised
Roman mass. This attempt probed a reaffirmation on the importance of the faith in good
works. This initiated an ideological division between German Protestant sects and other
Christian denominations. This movement against German Catholic Church highlighted the
closure of Catholic ritualistic mass and the rejection of clerical celibacy.

● ·         Clerical celibacy

According to Weber, “The Protestant Ethics proposes that an 'inner' relationship or 'intimate'
connection, (elective) 'affinity', and 'strong congruence' exists between ascetic Protestantism,
notably Calvinism as its prototype, and the spirit of modern capitalism”. Weber suggests that
the relationship between protestant ethics and capitalism is in the following way. The
‘essential elements’ of the spirit of capitalism are same as the ‘content’ of Protestant
asceticism only ‘without the religious basis’. A type of inner relationship or affinity between
Protestantism and capitalism exists.

● · Interior link between Protestantism and capital spirits

Protestantism gave the spirit of capitalism its liability to profit and thus helped to legitimate
capitalism. Its religious asceticism also created personalities well-suited for work discipline.
Weber argues that the religious ideas of Protestant groups such as the Calvinists played a role
in generating the capitalistic spirit. Calvinism focuses on the doctrine of predestination
(destiny) and such aspects of Christian religion. Weber analysed and criticised the absolute
omnipotent God, as pitiless, gloomy, harsh, unjust and exceptionally inhuman.

● ·         Capitalist force

3.3.1 Protestant Ethics

In the early stages of European capitalism, worldly economic success was a sign of eternal
salvation. Calvinism, a form of Protestantism, emphasised on the religious duty which makes
use of God-given or divine resources. The orderliness and systematic nature of life pattern
according to Protestant beliefs turn out as economically significant aspects of capitalism. In
sociological perspective, Protestant ethics have values of efficiency, thrift and hard work
attached to an individual’s worldly calling. These acts were considered as signs of
individual’s eternal salvation. The protestant reformation of the 16th century fostered the
ethics of acquisitive effort, vigorous hard work and frugality with strong religious sanction.
Economic inequality was justified by the belief that it is because of the aloofness of the poor;
they remain poor. Wealthy people were even considered virtuous.

● ·         Divine resources
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3.3.2 Spirit  Of Capitalism

It was by the 18th century, capitalist development shifted from commerce to industry in
England. The technical knowledge acquired during the Industrial revolution led to the steady
accumulation of capital. Scottish economist and philosopher Adam Smith, recommended
leaving economic decisions to the free play of self-regulating market forces. Smith’s policies
were widely put into practice after the French revolution and Napoleonic wars. Feudalism
and its remnants were fading considerably. The 19th century witnessed political liberalism
which included free trade, sufficient and sound money, balanced budgets and minimum levels
of poor relief. The development of the factory system created a new class of industrial
workers. They had very miserable working conditions and livelihood. Their existence
inspired the revolutionary theory of Karl Marx.

● · Accumulated capital

3.3.3 Relation Between Protestant Ethics And Capitalism

The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (German: Die protestantische Ethik und der
Geist des Kapitalismus) is a book considered as a founding text in economic sociology and a
breakthrough contribution to sociological thought in general. Weber says that protestant
ethics influenced large number of people to engage in continuous works. They work in a
secular world, develop their own enterprises, engage in trade and accumulate wealth for
investment. In this manner, Protestant beliefs and work ethics became an important force
behind the tremendous growth of capitalism. The growth was unplanned and uncoordinated.
The 'spirit of capitalism' does not denote the spirit in the theoretical sense but rather a set of
values, the spirit of hard work and growth. Weber argues that Religious devotion is usually
escorted by a rejection of worldly affairs, including the pursuit of wealth and possessions. But
Protestants’ ethics glorify work and regard it as worship. Weber observed German society
and noted the statistical correlation between interest and success in capitalism and related
ventures. The social examination led him to the reflection of Protestant background of
society. He attributed the relation between capitalism and Protestantism in connection with
the notions of predestination and named it ‘Puritan Theology’.

● ·         Work worship

Weber states that there exists an accidental psychological consequence which loops religious
beliefs and capitalism. In the protestant ethics or Calvinism; the doctrine of predestination
sets the belief strands of ‘hell-fire’ for sinful humanity. Nobody could know why and whom
God extends the grace of salvation. Weber observed this ‘psychological insecurity’ imposed
on Calvinist believers. They vigorously look for signs that indicate the direction of God’s will
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in everyday life. Any lapse in the commitment to work, made them fear about their grace
from God. This made them believe in the ethic of unceasing commitment to worldly calling
and severe self-denial from all types of enjoyment.

● ·         Psychology of belief

The way believers performed their worldly chores practically resulted in the rapid possible
accumulation of capital. We should never think that Weber was unaware of the preconditions
of capitalism. He was completely aware about the material and psychological conditions that
contributed to the growth of modern capitalism. He coded the three aspects of capitalism in
the following way: CALVINISM to CAPITALIST ENTERPRISE to WEALTH
ACCUMULATION. This points out to the important fact that capitalism is always tied or
bound to the prevalent religious order.

● ·         Timeline of capitalist growth

Now you may be thinking of the capitalists who have escaped the guilt feelings dictated by
the religion because of their scepticism. If they were able to escape the guilt feelings that the
prevailing religious ethos dictated, it was yet a fact that no other religious tradition had ever
caused people to see the building-up of capital (saving money) as a sign of God’s everlasting
grace.

● ·         Puritan Theology

The acceptance of worldly asceticism by the Puritans or Calvinists was voluntary. It was a
means of lessening unbearable spiritual burdens. They created an enormous structure of
modern capitalist and economic institutions. The way of their life decided the values of
everyone born into it. Weber’s political sociology has the academic inheritance of poet Stefan
George, Friedrich Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud and Slavic cultural ideals from the works of Leo
Tolstoy and Fyodor Dostoyevsky.

● ·         Legacy of Weber’s thought

The period when the book Protestant ethics got published, the middle-class German culture in
which Weber had been raised, witnessed first ripples of disintegration. His works on the types
of authority are related to his observations on capitalist monopoly. Notions of Nietzsche had
influenced Weber while developing the theory of charisma or charismatic authority. He
observed the power of religion, religious prophets or political leaders. He had an interest in
mysticism, which is not much acceptable in terms of rationality to the modern world. His
interest in human psychology and social phenomena helped him to find the correlation
between religion and capitalism; and ascetic and mystical modes of religiosity. In 1910,
European middle-class society crumbled and critical importance of those societal changes
later influenced his works. In his last decade was his enduring examination of the conditions
and significance of the rationalization of Western political and economic life in Wirtschaft
und Gesellschaft (1922; Economy and Society) and in journal articles.
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● ·         Ascetic and mystical modes of religiosity

3.3.4 Weber’s Political Sociology

The most discussed thesis on Protestantism and capitalism, and his extensive attacks on
German foreign and domestic policies during World War I in the pages of the ‘Frankfurter
Zeitung’ roused liberal sentiment against the government’s war aims. His brave sociological
research works and led Gen. Erich Ludendorff to view Weber as a traitor or conspirator.
Weber’s methodology was critical and related to national problems which often resulted in
direct confrontation with the giant philosophers of the 19th century like Karl Marx and
Nietzsche. Even though he was inspired by them, he developed a methodology and a body of
literature well equipped to deal with the confrontations. In general it developed as a domain
discoursing on sociology of religion, political parties, economy, group behaviour and
philosophy of history.

● ·         German national problems

Protestant ethics and spirit of capitalism is Weber’s best known and most controversial work,
and this work illustrates the general trend of his thinking. Weber had published his thesis on
the Protestant ethic in the journal he had just begun to edit, Archiv für Sozialwissenschaft und
Sozialpolitik (“Archives for Social Science and Social Welfare”). Weber could most
powerfully impact on his contemporaries who came in the last years of his life. From 1916 to
1918, he argued powerfully against Germany’s annexationist war goals and in support of a
reinforced parliament.

● ·         Political aspects of the theory
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Summarized Overview

To conclude, in 1998, the International Sociological Association listed Weber’s work on
Protestants and capitalism as the fourth most important sociological book of the 20th
century. It is the 8th most cited book in the social sciences published before 1950. Weber’s
work was subjected to various criticisms from 1905 to 1910. He published a number of
exchanges between himself and critics of his thesis in the Archive. He never denied his
critics’ claims which pointed out that highly developed capitalist enterprises existed
centuries before Calvin.

Weber was also mindful of other prerequisites, both material and psychological, that backed
the development of modern capitalism. His later essays (Theorie der Stufen und Richtungen
religioser Weltablehnung, 1916; “Religious Rejections of the World and Their Directions'')
contain an analysis of the conflicting relations between eroticism, ascetic and spiritual
modes of religiosity, and the over-all process of rationalization.

Objective type questions

Evaluate the emergence of Protestantism in Germany
(clergy, sins)

1) Role of Weberian perspectives on religion and capitalism in sociology
(spiritual aspects, interpretivism)

2) Critically evaluate the relation between religion and capitalism
(capital accumulation, protestantism)

3) What do you mean by the spirit of capitalism?
(religion, capital accumulation, work)

4) Describe the ‘psychological insecurity’ that Weber observed among Calvinists
(sins, work ethics, anti- religiosity)

Self Assessment
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Assignment

1) Make a brief note on German Protestantism followed by the social changes.
2) Had weber not developed the theory on religion and capitalism; what would be the

void generated in German sociological sphere?

Further Reading

1) Weber, Max. The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, Merchant Books;
Abridged edition (12 October 2013)

2) Ritzer, George. Sociological Theory (8th Edition). McGraw-Hil Publishing
Company,2011/(12th Edition). Sage Publication, 2017

3) Anderson, Heine and Lars Bo Kaspersen (Editors). Classical and Modern Social
Theory, Wiley-Blackwell, 2000

4) Coser, Lewis A. Masters of Sociological Thought- Ideas in Historical and Social
Context, (Second Edition). Rawat, 2002
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